Radiation takes its Toll
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Abstract
The ability to recognize and respond to universal molecular patterns on invading microorganisms allows our immune system to stay on high alert, sensing danger to our self-integrity. Our own damaged cells and tissues in pathological situations activate similar warning systems as microbes. In this way, the body is able to mount a response that is appropriate to the danger. Toll-like receptors are at the heart of this pattern recognition system that initiates innate pro-oxidant, pro-inflammatory signaling cascades and ultimately bridges recognition of danger to adaptive immunity. The acute inflammatory lesions that are formed segue into resolution of inflammation, repair and healing or, more dysfunctionally, into chronic inflammation, autoimmunity, excessive tissue damage and carcinogenesis. Redox is at the nexus of this decision making process and is the point at which ionizing radiation initially intercepts to trigger similar responses to self-damage. In this review we discuss our current understanding of how radiation-damaged cells interact with Toll-like receptors and how the immune systems interprets these radiation-induced danger signals in the context of whole-body exposures and during local tumor irradiation.
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1. Pattern recognition and immunity
For a long time, innate immunity was seen as the primitive and separate entity to the much more sophisticated and powerful adaptive arm of the immune system. This view changed drastically with the discovery of the mammalian homolog to the cytosolic domain of Drosophila melanogaster’s Toll protein [1]. Now we know that the Toll/IL-1R/resistance protein (TIR) domain is an intricate part of every member of the Toll-like receptor (TLR) family on innate immune and other cells and crucially links the two arms of immunity, as originally suggested by Charles Janeway Jr.[2]. Germline encoded TLRs and other pattern
recognition receptors (PRRs) have evolved to recognize conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) encountered during an infection (or PAMPS have evolved to fit PRRs, in Matzinger’s hypothesis [3]). The basic assumption is that without the TLR recognition system acquired immunity would not have evolved [4], and the importance of this discovery was recognized by the Nobel Prize committee in 2011 by awarding Jules A. Hoffmann, Bruce A. Beutler and Ralph M. Steinman.

Perhaps one of the most surprising features of TLRs – especially of TLR2 and TLR4 - is, that these receptors also recognize endogenous danger molecules that appear following tissue damage, so-called damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) [3, 5–9]. The diversity of PAMPs and DAMPs that are recognized by TLRs is considerable (Table 1) [10–13] but what unifies them is their ability to signal ‘Danger’ to the immune system and they are now central to the danger theory [3]. Antigen presenting cells, dendritic cells in particular, integrate these danger signals and undergo an important maturation process where they acquire the ability to present T cells with co-stimulatory elements (signal 2) alongside cross-presenting the antigen (signal 1) and a 3rd signal (cytokine signal) that together initiate adaptive immunity [14–16]. Conversely, in the absence of TLR signaling, DCs remain immature and will not relay this crucial signal 2, but rather make T cells anergic or maintain a tolerant state [17]. TLR signaling generally also aids macrophage polarization towards the pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype that feed forward towards immune activation [18]. PRRs other than TLRs that tend to deal with more restricted ligands have also evolved. These include C-type lectin family receptors (Dectin-1), cytosolic retinoic acid-inducible gene-I-like helicases (RIGs such as MDA-5) and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors (NLR) i.e. inflammasomes. These will not be discussed here in any detail, but recognition of nucleic acids is likely to make critical responses following radiation damage as well as in virus recognition.

2. Toll like receptor signaling

Today there are 10 human TLRs that we know of, and 2 more in mice [12]. They are predominantly found on innate immune cells (polymorphs, macrophages and DCs) but B cells and some T cells have them too, as do many non-immune cells, e.g. endothelial and epithelial cells [19, 20]. Ligand binding to leucine rich repeats triggers receptor dimerization and initiates signaling pathways via the TIR domain. Common adaptor proteins for TIR are myeloid differentiation primary-response protein 88 (MyD88), MyD88-adapter-like protein (MAL), TIR domain-containing adaptor-inducing interferon-β (TRIF) and TRIF-related adapter molecule (TRAM). Signaling downstream of these adapter molecules drives IL-1R-associated kinases (IRAKs) and TNF receptor-associated factor (TRAFs) that tend to feed into two distinct avenues: the activation of 1) pivotal inflammatory transcription factors nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB), cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) and activator protein 1 (AP-1) or 2) interferon—regulatory factors (IRFs). As a result, pro-inflammatory cytokines and/or Type I interferons are induced. Which of these two avenues is pursued seems to depend partly on where the TLR ligand was detected in the first place: extracellular ligands binding to TLR2/TLR1, TLR2/TLR6, TLR4, TLR5 or TLR11 tend to push primarily a NFκB pro-inflammatory cytokine pathway while intracellular, endosomal TLR engagements (TLR3, TLR4, TLR7-8, TLR9, TLR13) open the type-I IFN route with
some potential crossover between these paths. This is perhaps best exemplified by the complex, localization-dependent switch in signaling of TLR4 – the last puzzle in the ever-elusive LPS receptor. Extracellular LTR4 engagement drives NFκB but endosomal TLR4 activation adds type-I IFN to the equation. Clearly, the potency and the diversity of the inflammatory and immune activating cascades downstream of TLRs is enormous [21, 22], illustrated by the fact that deficiencies in TLR signaling can lead to serious, even life-threatening diseases [4].

The infiltration of immune cells that TLR signaling generates, initially innate players such as polymorphs then monocytes, possibly followed by lymphocytes, drives a pro-inflammatory, pro-oxidant environment – i.e. a bona fide inflammatory response and eventually turns it into one that will allow resolution of inflammation, tissue repair, regeneration and healing [21, 22] and/or in the case of lymphocyte involvement, immune reactivity. It is in its nature for an inflammatory response to cause additional tissue damage - at least initially- through excessive Reactive Oxygen or Nitrogen Species (ROS/RNS) production, proteolytic enzyme activity and self-perpetuating cytokine loops [22–24]. This is the point of contact with radiation that generates ROS/RNS, a response that is perpetuated by pro-inflammatory cytokines further driving ROS/RNS production including superoxide anion, hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide, nitric oxide, peroxinitrite and others [25, 26]. Redox-sensitive signaling pathways are activated, that may perpetuate tissue damage and even cause cell death or the reverse, if the response switches to be anti-oxidative [22, 27]. This will depend upon the extent of the feedback. For example, TLR signals can lead to NADPH oxidase activation and ROS production [28] but ROS in turn can prime for further TLR activation in a self-perpetuating loop that can be broken by antioxidant N-acetylcysteine (NAC) [29]. Ultimately, the danger signals need to be removed so that homeostasis can be restored.

3. Radiation damage, DAMPs and TLR activation

The concept that radiation signals danger to the immune system through TLRs and other PRR is attractive [30] and has received much attention recently both clinically and preclinically [5, 31–34]. The assumption is that radiation-damaged cells release DAMPs that bind to TLRs (Table 1) and hence activate canonical inflammatory pathways and/or initiate immunity. The chromatin-binding nuclear protein high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), a highly-conserved non-histone DNA-binding protein that fits onto TLR2 and TLR4 and subsequently drives NFκB and ROS production, is one such example [5, 35, 36], as are small and large RNAs activating TLR3 [37]. Other DAMPs released from irradiated cells and tissues include DNA, ATP and UTP, chromatin, histones, mitochondrial DNA, heat shock proteins, calreticulin and other cell components [32, 38–43]. Mitochondrial DNA is known to activate TLR9, as does chromatin after forming complexes with IgG [44, 45], but not all radiation-induced DAMPs signal through TLRs. They can use alternative PPRs instead.

The time course and magnitude of DAMP release may vary for each signal, but they are likely to cooperate and amplify the overall warning sign to the body. For instance, TLR-NFκB-driven synthesis of IL-1β can prime a TLR-independent sensing of ATP and/or DNA
that licenses the inflammasome to yield yet more IL-1β through posttranslational processing [46, 47]. The role of inflammasomes in radiation-induced responses is only beginning to be appreciated [48] but we have certainly known for some time that irradiated tissues often show a very strong IL-1β signal [49, 50]. ATP release and its binding to purinergic P2 receptors tends to be a rapid process [51, 52], while mitochondrial DNA and peptides and dead cell components are likely to appear later on and signal more intensely, even causing a systemic response syndrome if the tissue damage is severe [53]. Once outside the cell, these molecules are faced with a much more oxidizing environment and therefore redox-specific moieties make especially potent DAMPs [54]. Surprisingly, HMGB1 can acts as a DAMP only under reduced conditions, whereas it is being immunologically ignored when oxidized for instance during some forms of apoptosis [55]. As difficult as it is to quantify, a crucial determinant in tissue damage responses and in directing the immunogenicity of cell death is redox [56].

All in all, concrete experimental evidence for TLR activation following radiation-driven DAMP release remains relatively limited at this point. Of note, DNA damage and ATM activation can drive ligands for another innate receptor, namely the NKG2D receptor that is particularly relevant for NK cells activity [57] and it is easy to extrapolate this and envision a similar scenario for a radiation-driven TLR activation. Indirect evidence in support of this comes from the observation that even immature DCs can induce anti-tumor immunity when injected into an irradiated tumors indicating that the irradiated microenvironment must have provided sufficient danger i.e. maturation signals [58].

What’s more, the TLR gene family may be integrated in cellular radiation responses in alternative ways to the one mentioned above. Certainly, the work by Menendez and colleagues is groundbreaking as it suggests that TLR gene expression in human lymphocytes is part of the radiation DNA damage response and is largely p53-dependent [59], perhaps through a p53 consensus site in the TLR promoter [60]. Of note, murine TLR genes lack the necessary p53 response element and do not show obvious TLR gene induction under similar conditions. The fact that 18 different individuals didn’t necessarily exhibit identical TLR response profiles -qualitatively nor quantitatively- points to the unique and personalized nature of the human immune system that we are familiar with. More importantly and not surprisingly, a measurable downstream consequence of this DNA-damage driven TLR gene induction is the engagement of the cytokine network, again variable in nature and magnitude for each individual. Ultimately, this will shape one’s innate immune response with potentially far-reaching consequences if we consider the intricate link to adaptive immunity. Such local innate immune signals that are downstream of DNA damage may also relate to the phenomenon of adaptive responses to (same or different) systemic stressors by enhancing protein turnover [61], and point at evolutionary systems in multicellular organisms geared towards survival in unfavorable environments [62]. What this also tells us is that radiation responses in vivo are likely to engage the immune system in more than one way and that we are only beginning to appreciate this complex interplay.
4. First come, first served

How multiple TLR signals convey different messages seems to depend in part on the order they are received. We know this from our own experience when combining radiation with the TLR2/4 agonist LPS, where radiation is able to prime cells for increased LPS-induced cytokine release when given before LPS, but less so when given afterwards [63]. This is certainly plausible considering a radiation-induced TLR gene induction would, for a start, increase a cell’s readiness to bind LPS. Indeed, this is also what Menendez et al. [59] observed, at least when using the p53 inducer, nutlin, to drive TLRs prior to exposing cells to a TLR2 agonist. Taking this further, one may view the immune system and TLRs in particular as sensors and amplifiers of radiation damage. We strongly believe that cells have an internal oxidant/anti-oxidant rheostat, that, if tilted towards excessive ROS upon -let’s say- a radiation insult, then our anti-oxidant defense under the control of Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) / NF-E2-related factor 2/ (Nrf-2) and Heat shock factor (HSF-1) / Heat shock proteins (HSPs) kick in to correct that by driving an anti-oxidant/anti-inflammatory response (Figure 1)[64]. However, if the initial radiation dose is small, the ROS/DAMP levels may not rise above a certain threshold, and fail to activate the compensatory anti-oxidant response [34, 35, 65]. However additional PAMPs, e.g. LPS, under such circumstances may push the ROS levels high enough for the damage to be seen because ultimately PAMPs and DAMPs roll on the same internal rheostat.

Where, within the dose range, this threshold falls is not entirely clear and will likely depend on the organ/tissue studied and the experimental system used. According to Menendez [59], 4Gy seems sufficient to do so, which is in line with our experience on Nrf2 activation at similar dose levels but even then cells are very efficient at mopping up any excessive ROS, at least initially [64]. Similarly, downstream inflammatory networks are not usually engaged in vivo unless doses of 7Gy or higher are given [66] which is reminiscent of the fact that low radiation doses of about 1.5–3Gy given in 0.3–0.5Gy fractions can be surprisingly anti-inflammatory in an already-inflamed environment [67]. Of note, TLR activation by radiation doses of as low as 0.05Gy can be detected in vitro [35] but whether they are relevant in vivo, for instance during CT scans at such dose levels, needs to be evaluated. Certainly, one could argue that this may become pertinent when additional, amplifying TLR signals are at play, let’s say from the gut microbiome (see below). Further, if and when such a radiation-driven TLR signal maybe saturated is unclear, but giving doses in excess of about 10–20Gy are unlikely to further enhance this signal [33], especially in vivo where immune-regulatory elements such as Tregs and myeloid suppressor cells begin to operate.

This concept of signal order might also explain why there are many seemingly contradictory reports on the effects of TLR signaling and radiation responses ranging from protection, mitigation and adaptation all the way to sensitization [68–70]. Timing, dosing, location and TLR profile may justify some of these inconsistencies as will the study endpoint that was chosen, e.g. DNA damage, survival or cytokine release and which cell type carries the TLR that is being stimulated, i.e. immune cells vs epithelial cells. Several reports outside the radiation field on combining different TLR signals are hinting at the possibility that whichever signal comes first will affect the response to the respective second signal [13], ranging from cooperation [27] to antagonism [71–73]. For instance, even when separated by
days or weeks, successive acute lung injury with infection can amplify responses causing persistent systemic inflammation [27], that wouldn’t be present for either signal alone, presumably through common, feed-forward DAMP- and PAMP-driven TLR signaling mechanisms that use ROS as mediators. We believe that this is a crucial point in the context of whole body irradiation, particularly when one thinks about the interaction between the gut microbiome and the irradiated host and the implications this has systemically [74].

Because TLR signaling can translate seemingly divergent signals such as radiation and PAMPs into an universal one, namely ROS, one can easily appreciate the link to non-targeted effects and carcinogenesis in this context [75–77]. Whether or not a particular combination of TLR signals leads to recurring oxidative stress and chronic genotoxicity will in part depend on the intensity and the timing of different stressors. For instance, LPS seems able to add to 4Gy-DNA damage only within a certain time frame [78]. But such carcinogenic interactions are extremely complex [79] and, ironically, they may be particularly relevant for the lower end of the dose spectrum where direct radiation damage does not dominate [80].

5. TLR in the context of whole body exposures and normal tissue damage

The gut is an extremely rich reservoir of PAMPs [81] and since it can become leaky upon radiation injury [82], it is a specific case of the interaction between radiation damage and TLRs. LPS may cross the gut barrier in whole body irradiated animals and can turn into a systemic immune adjuvant leading to radiation-induced autoimmunity [74]. The TLRs at intestinal surfaces seem as important as those on immune cells at sensing danger [83] and it is reasonable to suggest that in such a radiation-damaged gut, DAMPs may work in cohort with multiple PAMPs to engage TLR signaling cascades. Not surprisingly, the profile of commensal bacteria can determine intrinsic radiation sensitivity of the animal [84, 85], as can the profile of existing TLRs [84]. Taken further, the use of TLR agonists or antagonists is therefore a legitimate and attractive approach to modify radiation responses that has a long history [86]. A TLR5 agonist derived from flagellin for instance can protect mice and nonhuman primates from both gastrointestinal and hematological toxicity when given before 8–13Gy whole body irradiation (WBI) with the liver being the central coordinator of this response [87–89]. Driving TLR 2, 3, 4 and 9 has similar radioprotective effects [70, 90–92] and TLR 2, 4, 5 and 9 signaling can also trigger mitigation, post radiation exposure [70, 88, 92–94] all within the range of 4.5–13Gy of WBI, depending on the experimental model and the end-point investigated. Whether or not the mechanisms behind radiation protection are identical to the ones that confer mitigation is not entirely clear but chemical library screening suggests this is not necessarily the case [95, 96]. In this context, one might also think about why it is that TLR agonists are often much better radiation protectors than they are mitigators [70], highlighting again the importance of the order of DAMP and/or PAMP signal. Even if mitigation can be achieved by PAMP-TLR engagement (post radiation exposure), the timeframe within which this can be accomplished is usually much shorter (5mins–24h) or the radiation doses much lower (8.5–9Gy) than when given before radiation exposure (i.e. protection, 30mins–48h before 10–13Gy) [88, 92].
Most data on TLR engagement in this context seem to point at NFκB induction, sending anti-apoptotic, anti-oxidant and proliferative signals that confer the survival of intestinal and hematopoietic stem cells and lead to the observed radiation protection, even if IFN gene induction may also contribute [84, 88, 91, 97]. In other words, the down-stream induction of immuno-modulatory genes that is primarily associated with TLR engagement may only play a secondary role in mediating radiation protection and mitigation. Although studies on the importance of TNFR1 in the LPS-driven radioprotection of the intestine would argue against that, as would the observed M2-polarization of macrophages during mitigation and the enhanced radiation fibrosis in TLR2/4 knockout mice [93, 98, 99].

It may seem paradoxical at first that germ-free mice, i.e. without any PAMPs are widely considered as being relatively more radioresistant [85, 100]. But the assumption is that this is largely due to a reduced rate of infection during the acute radiation syndrome and only secondary related to effects on stem cell renewal. This is of course aside from the fact that on occasion the term ‘specific pathogen-free’ may have been erroneously interchanged with ‘germ-free’. Adding yet another layer of complexity, blockade of TLR3 even in germ-free mice can protect and rescue from GI radiation syndrome indicating that not only PAMPs but also DAMPs are important, in this case mediating crypt cell death by driving the TLR3/ TRIF/RIP1 axis and inducing more, not less apoptosis [37]. It has also been suggested that the TLR adapter protein MyD88 directly interferes with DNA damage repair in crypt cells, inhibiting both HR and NHEJ and hence exacerbating radiation-induced apoptosis [101]. In the brain, LPS-induced neuroinflammation present at the time of irradiation makes young mice very sensitive to the radiation damage and slows recovery, perhaps also illustrating the tissue specific nature inherent to the TLR signaling axis [68]. It is worth mentioning here that the use of antibiotics to prevent infection and/or study the role of PAMP-TLR signals is generally tricky as some of these compounds have direct radiation-modulatory effects that are independent of their antimicrobial properties [95] and ideally results should be confirmed with alternative approaches such as in vitro studies, in vivo germ-free and/or knock-out models.

6. TLRs in the context of local tumor irradiation

The concept of alerting one’s own immune system to a growing tumor through pattern recognition is not new, dating back more than a century ago to William B Coley and his use of bacterial injections into cancer patients (Coley’s toxin). Today we know that part of the therapeutic efficacy of cancer RT actually comes from activating the same innate TLR signaling pathways [31] presumably by inducing an immunogenic tumor cell death and the release of DAMPs that translate into anti-tumor immunity [56]. Sensing of cytosolic DNA and the activation of the stimulator of interferon genes (STING) pathway may be particularly important in unleashing this immune component during radiation therapy [102–104]. We and others have observed that radiation can dose-dependently drive MHC expression on tumor cells after as low as 1Gy and certainly above that in a type I IFN- and NFκB- dependent manner and so enhance tumor antigen presentation with the chance for recognition by T cells [105–107]. Indeed, spontaneous T cell responses have already indicated that type I IFN is an essential signal that drives CD8 T cells [108, 109].
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More importantly, the concept of releasing danger signals from irradiated tumor cells, and hence the activation of TLRs, may become particularly pertinent in the current climate of replacing conventional fractionation with higher dose/fraction for some solid cancers. One can easily make a case for radiation dose dependency in the type, the timing and the amplitude of the danger signals that are released and/or the TLRs that are expressed (see section 3). In fact, we have reasons to believe that there may be an optimal radiation dose that translates tumor death and the release of danger signals into maximal anti-tumor immunity, namely about 7–8Gy/fraction [110, 111]. Extrapolating this to the clinic, one would assume that such moderate hypofractionation is –immunologically speaking- superior to smaller fraction size, notwithstanding complex inflammatory and vascular cascades that may also drive a different radiobiology altogether [112, 113]. Importantly, this does not mean that immune intervention shouldn’t be integrated into conventional RT, when hypofractionation is not an option. Rather, the timing and perhaps the type of the immune intervention may have to be individually adjusted under such circumstances in order to maximize the therapeutic ratio.

There are currently numeral innovative clinical trials under way aiming to capitalize on pattern recognition and the power of the immune system by using TLR agonists within the context of cancer RT [114]. Most notably for solid cancers, Imiquimod (IMQ, 3M Pharmaceuticals), a nucleoside analogue of the imidazoquinoline family and a TLR7/8 agonist that was approved by the FDA in 2004 for the topical use against superficial basal cell carcinoma, extended from it’s original 1997 approval for other skin growths. IMQ is currently in clinical trials in combination with radiation to treat breast cancer metastasis (5x 6Gy; NCT01421017) or glioma (33x 1.8Gy; NCT01400672) (www.clinicaltrials.gov). IMQ’s actions seem multifaceted, sometimes independent of TLRs, namely through redirecting the adenosine receptor-mediated immune suppression to inhibit oncogenic hedgehog signaling and by driving tumor cell death [115, 116]. A TLR4 agonist is being added to RT of sarcoma (NCT02180698) while TLR9 agonists are very promising as adjuvants to the RT of solid and hematological cancers [117, 118].

However, danger signaling in the context of tumor irradiation may not always be desirable as some of the pattern recognition receptors can send the wrong signals, TLR9, for instance, activating myeloid cells in the 13Gy-irradiated tumor microenvironment that end up supporting tumor growth in a mouse melanoma model [119]. Many TLR can also be found on tumor cells, possibly driving chronic inflammation, carcinogenesis and metastasis [7, 11, 120] and when stimulated further by agonist binding (for instance for TLR7 or 8), unwanted pro-survival and proliferative forces begin to operate and support a more radioresistant phenotype, similar to what has been observed in the normal tissue context and whole-body exposures (see above) [121].

7. Concluding remarks

One could easily argue that TLRs represent our own, individual security agency, systemically scanning for dangers from within and from outside. Radiation biologists recognize the importance of redox in responding to danger and easily appreciate how redox and TLRs crucially interface radiation damage with the immune system. Clearly, a better
understanding of the TLR signaling network in its full potency and complexity would give us a powerful tool to shape the interpretation of radiation tissue damage and turn it into normal tissue protection or anti-tumor immunity, as needed.
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Highlights

- Toll-like receptors recognize universal molecular patterns on pathogens (i.e. ‘non-self’) and translate this as danger to alert the immune system by driving a pro-oxidant, pro-inflammatory response.

- Radiation-damaged cells experience changes in their internal redox status and send danger signals (‘damaged self’) to Toll-like receptors that interface the radiation damage with the immune system.

- External (‘non-self’) agonists of Toll-like receptors may reinforce the same danger signaling pathways that are engaged by radiation-induced ‘damaged self’ as they roll on the same internal redox rheostat and so amplify a pro-oxidant/pro-inflammatory signal that will help to alert the immune system, even when the original radiation dose is low.

- Therefore, Toll-like receptors act as sensors and amplifiers of radiation damage and can shape the interpretation of radiation tissue damage into normal tissue protection, sensitization or activation of anti-tumor immunity, respectively.
Figure 1. Toll-like receptors as sensors and amplifiers of radiation damage

Ionizing radiation and the associated damage leads to a rise in ROS and moves the internal redox rheostat towards a harmful pro-oxidant, pro-inflammatory position. If this goes above a critical threshold the cellular anti-oxidant defense machinery is engaged under the control of Keap1/Nrf-2 and HSF-1/HSPs to counter the danger of excessive free radicals. The range of available anti-oxidant tools includes GST/GSH, GCLC/GCLM, HO-1/biliverdin, UGT, NQO1, thioredoxin, peroxiredoxin, sulfiredoxin, ferritin and MnSOD. However, if the radiation dose is limited, the damage and/or ROS levels may remain below the cellular radar and fail to activate appropriate defense mechanisms. Under such circumstances, external TLR agonists such as LPS (PAMPs) may reinforce the same danger signaling pathways that would normally be engaged by radiation-induced TLR agonists (DAMPs) and so amplify a pro-oxidant/pro-inflammatory signal that will help to alert cells. Abbreviations: Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS); Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1); NF-E2-related factor 2 (Nrf-2), Heat shock factor 1 (HSF-1); Heat shock proteins (HSPs); Glutathione transferase (GST); Glutathione (GSH); Glutamate cysteine ligase (GCLC); Glutamate-cysteine ligase modifier subunit (GCLM); Heme oxygenase 1(HO-1); UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT); NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO-1) Manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD).
### Table 1

Toll-like receptors and their ligands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLR</th>
<th>exogenous ligands (PAMPs)</th>
<th>endogenous ligands (DAMPs)</th>
<th>radiation-induced TLRs and DAMPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLR3</td>
<td>dsRNA (viral), Poly I:C (synthetic)</td>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>TLR3 expression [59] RNA release in TLR3 model[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR5</td>
<td>flagellin (Helicobacter pylori, Salmonella)</td>
<td></td>
<td>TLR5 expression [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR7 (with TLR8)</td>
<td>ssRNA (viral)</td>
<td>ssRNA (immune complexes), antiphospholipid antibodies, adenosine and guanosine derivatives</td>
<td>TLR7/8 expression [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLR10 expression [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTLR11 *</td>
<td>protozoan profilin-like molecules (Toxoplasma gondii), uropathogens, bacterial rRNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTLR13 *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* in the murine system only